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THE PAST 16 MONTHS HAVE PROVEN TO HIGHER 
education that digital transformation provides a steady 
tiller for navigating uncertain waters. While numerous 
digital applications gained pickup on the teaching and 
learning side of the education segment (Zoom, anyone?), 
back-office operations weren’t immune to the changes 
either. Those institutions that had adopted digital platforms 
before the pandemic were positioned perfectly to maintain 
continuity of operations throughout campus closures. And 
the others? Well, they found themselves sending personnel 
back into the office to take care of activities the old-
fashioned way: hands-on.

Jason Grunin spent a decade at a midwestern university as 
the in-house expert on re-engineering business processes 
and workflows in finance and IT before joining SAP Concur 
as a senior value experience consultant. Now, he works 
with college and university customers to transform old 
practices and adopt new ones for expense, invoice and 
travel management.

The Urgency of Digital 
Campus Transformation
Legacy operations just don’t make sense anymore. Here’s why it’s time to move on.

The Challenges of Legacy

The time is ripe. The home-grown processes, programs 
and systems written 10, 20 or 30 years ago pose numerous 
challenges.

“Many of them require manual entry,” Grunin explained. 
“You can’t report on the information in them. You really 
don’t know who approved the request. There’s no ‘audit-
ability’ from a workflow perspective to ensure that this 
was approved by an individual who had the authority. If 
something gets lost in inter-campus mail, there’s no way 
to track down the paperwork. Oh, you didn’t keep copies 
of those receipts? Then you’re going to have to write up a 
document to justify why you don’t have them, and you’re 
going to have to ask for an exception to policy because you 
don’t have any of your substantiation anymore. And from 
the payables side, what prevents an invoice or expense 
statement from being processed twice? Can you really 
show that they were unique or different documents?”
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On top of those problems, it’s possible the legacy 
functions are being maintained “by folks who may be 
getting ready to retire. All of a sudden, you have entire 
platforms dependent upon people who are about to exit 
the workforce,” Grunin noted. So, the question schools 
need to be asking, he said, is, “How can we maintain 
ancient technology and processes and still compete in the 
21st century?”

Replacing clunky programs with a cloud-based option 
generates ample benefits:

• The interfaces are easier to use, offering modern 
consumer-friendly interfaces.

• Users gain access to a mobile app version.

• Administrative use can be delegated to assistants 
(especially important to faculty and campus 
executives).

• Configurability often requires little more than going 
through click lists.

• The burden of securing the data falls on the 
software-as-a-service (SaaS) provider, not the 
overworked university IT staff.

Questioning the Status Quo

However, challenging the status quo is by no means easy. As 
Grunin recalled, his institution took its time to do a thoughtful 
makeover of expense, invoice and travel management. “We 
had to sit back and identify who the leader was in the space, 
who had the most potential, and how we could implement a 
system that could be sold to the faculty and across campus.”

Once the choice (SAP Concur) was made, Grunin and team 

hit the “road,” as it were. “There were so many departments 
and so many individuals that we had to sit down with —  
deans and faculty senate leaders and committees — 
to explain why this wasn’t just a technology we were 
implementing. It was a re-envisioning of how the travel and 
expense program was going to run at the university,” he 
explained. “We had to show why this was needed, and how 
it was going to benefit them.”

That roadshow also consisted of sessions across campus 
where employees could ask questions, learn how SAP 
Concur’s solution was going to affect them and to give 
them the opportunity to voice their concerns.

The outcomes from those efforts persuaded campus 
leadership that they were on the right track. “We were 
able to say, ‘This is going to make it easier for the 
department assistant to manage 10 different people, 
by providing a single platform where he or she can pull 
up the reimbursement status of every single one of 
those faculty members and get notified immediately 
if accounts payable has a question rather than waiting 
for the back-and-forth required by the previous home-
grown system.’”

Now that Grunin is advising other schools in their process 
re-engineering, he has seen the work of change on campus 
become easier. “Institutions have been under a great 
deal of pressure to ramp up their risk management and 
continuity planning to protect themselves for the future 
and remain competitive,” he observed. “Yes, you may 
upset a few apple carts as you move from legacy to digital 
solutions, but it’s for the betterment of the campus and 
will place your institution in a much more resilient position, 
ready for the next unforeseen maelstrom.”

The past 16 months 
have proven to 

higher education 
that digital 

transformation 
provides a steady 

tiller for navigating 
uncertain waters. 
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AS THE PANDEMIC HAS DEMONSTRATED, BOTH IT 
and finance represent roles that are desperately needed 
for digital automation. While one has proved its merits by 
enabling the country’s instructors and students to continue 
education from home, the other has kept its eye on nothing 
less than institutional survival. Even beyond those absolute 
essentials, IT and finance make for a powerful combination 
in undertaking the hard work of forging a digital campus 
that can withstand changes now and in the future.

To take full advantage of this dynamic duo, each 
department must recognize the unique role it plays and 
where its secret powers reside.

SAP Concur Consultant Jason Grunin has both an IT and 
finance background. During his years as an on-campus 
consultant in a midwestern university advising on change 
programs, Grunin served as an ideal project leader because 
he “could speak in both worlds and be that bridge between 
IT and finance to make sure that the expectations and the 

communications were crystal clear.”

But what about institutions that don’t have a person with 
a dual background in that role? According to Grunin, 
they too can optimize their projects by putting a few 
guardrails in place.

Rule #1: Stick to Your Specialty

Take the project example of implementing a new 
online system for handling expense, invoice and travel 
management. In that scenario, Grunin advised, IT should 
have sole responsibility over provisioning end users, 
handling identity authorization and access requirements, 
and making sure that accounts are associated with the 
single sign-on service in use. They’ll also handle the 
interface with the expense, invoice and travel system; make 
sure that employee records and other related data are 
provided for the new service; and determine who should 
get profiles in the system. Finance should be responsible 

IT and Finance:  
Stronger Together
These five rules will help your school tap the full powers of both departments.
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for policy enforcement, such as setting up the rules for 
receipt attachment and recognition, and also handling first-
line help desk questions such as how to get into the system 
or create an expense report.

Rule #2: Designate a Common 
Leader
The most successful initiatives Grunin has worked on were 
projects where the leaders of IT and finance reported to the 
same person, somebody who’s charged with making the 
“tough” decisions. That’s especially important in schools 
where there are multiple IT and finance departments, 
some serving the whole institution and others serving a 
single college or department. That individual can serve, 
he explained, as the “mediator and visionary who can say, 
‘Look, I know I have to take care of both of you. We have 
to be leaner and more successful, so we cannot devote 
hundreds of hours of programming time for custom 
solutions. I need viable off-the-shelf products that will work 
for the institution. What are those?’”

Rule #3: Financial Fraud Is 
Everybody’s Business
From a policy perspective, said Grunin, fraud prevention 
typically falls on finance: “Did I reimburse or overpay 
somebody?” But the job of preventing data theft falls on 
IT: “They’re looking at the data itself and making sure it’s 
secure and unmodified.” This is an area, he suggested, 
where colleges and universities really need both teams 
working together. “It takes a partnership to uncover 
those instances where, say, the school has sent a wire for 
$100,000 and you’re wondering if it got changed in between 
the time someone hit ‘approve,’ and when the funds were 
withdrawn from the bank account.”

Rule #4: Look for Simpler Solutions

The job of identifying fraud, misappropriation or plain 
mistakes is harder when the institution is running 
disparate systems that don’t talk to each other and require 
custom connections for accurate, timely reporting. 
Technology that integrates the functions for expense, 
invoice and travel management, on the other hand, can 
provide finance with the oversight it needs while reducing 
the IT burden of maintaining middleware. And while 
enterprise resource planning systems may hold out the 
promise of simplicity by way of all-in-one integration, the 
reality is that ERP modules aren’t designed out of the box 
to monitor for fraud or innocent blunders; achieving that 
will require specialty reporting and configuration talents 

on the part of IT and/or finance.

Rule #5: Seek Balance in Roles  
and Responsibilities
Institutions are getting more adept at blending the work of 
IT and finance as technology infuses all aspects of campus 
operations. As a result, new opportunities and insights are 
emerging as a result of that partnership, Grunin suggested. 
“Take these examples: ‘I want to know how much the 
anthropology department spent on employee development 
for 2020 so that I can report it back to an accrediting 
body. Or, ‘We’re going for a Forbes Greenest Campus 

designation. So how many times did you reimburse for 
electric vehicle charging and how many miles did we drive 
as part of tracking our Scope 3 emissions?’”

As Grunin declared, “Everything has this inter-woven 
quality that impacts every user on campus and requires a 
collaboration between IT and finance. IT is responsible for 
being the stewards of data and of information. And finance 
is responsible for making sure the campus is being frugal 
and/or diligent in how they spend money. The two go hand-
in-hand. You can’t do one without the help of the other.”

Institutions are getting more adept 
at blending the work of IT and 

finance as technology infuses all 
aspects of campus operations. 
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FOR DECADES, THE ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING 
system was the most important application in any college 
or university — for good reason. This type of software 
enables administration to keep its fingers on a wide swath 
of institutional units and users: admissions, student 
management, courses, HR and payroll, accounting and 
finance, payments, and more. But along the way, as budgets 
have tightened and funding sources have evolved, campus 
leaders have discovered that a more nuanced view into 
certain operations was essential. That’s where specialized 
software comes to the forefront.

Jim Cambray has served higher ed for years, and he 
believes the focus provided by a targeted solution can 
far outweigh many of the benefits provided by broad 
enterprise applications.

Take the category of expense, invoice and travel 

management. Cambray, senior director of higher education 
for SAP Concur, calls this segment “either the first or 
second most difficult operating costs to manage at a 
university.” There are two reasons for that complexity. 
First, it involves a lot of people, either doing the traveling 
and expensing or working behind the scenes to prepare 
invoices and expense statements. Second, “It’s a large 
category of spend on campus.” His clients have found that 
these expenditures often make up “the second largest line 
item on the balance sheet.” As a result, it’s also an area 
“where executives, controllers and finance officers are 
looking to drive as many savings as possible.”

The Strategic Importance of 
Expenses
Why would something like expense management be so 
important? Because of its strategic impact. “You’ve got 

Why Specialization 
Matters with Software
While ERP systems offer amazing benefits for managing the overall back-office 
operation on campus, there are still reasons to choose specific applications for 
strategic purposes.
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to ask yourself, is sufficient good enough if you missed a 
fraudulent expense against the federal grant and are now 
under investigation?” he asked.

Similarly, institutions need to ask if “sufficient” is good 
enough when reporting on spend data is so high-level, the 
finance office can’t make informed financial decisions. 
What’s needed, Cambray suggested, is “very granular 
reporting as opposed to roll-up reporting.” Obtaining that 
quickly through software (rather than through excruciating 
manual reporting efforts) requires having “great direct 
integrations with the suppliers behind the expenses, 
whether that’s Uber or Marriott, a travel partner or a direct 
website.”

Duty-of-Care and User Experience

Similarly, specialized software can address areas that 
generalized enterprise applications don’t touch because 
it’s not really part of their wheelhouse. Duty of care is an 
example. Institutions place a great value on the safety 
and security of their students, faculty and staff both on 
campus and off. Only a program designed specifically 
to address the unique needs of location monitoring and 
communication will suffice when emergencies arise.

Then there’s the end-user experience. Most core systems 
include features to cover the basics, but the experience 
tends to leave a lot out of the wish list because their real 
purpose forces them to take a minimalist approach.

“The higher ed community expects a high level of service 
from their institution and user-friendly processes. Nobody 
enjoys administrative processes like booking travel or 
filing an expense report,” Cambray pointed out. “And it’s 
further complicated when they have to log onto separate, 
internal web sites, mobile apps and supplier websites in 
order to support these processes to reconcile their travel 
and purchases. This leads to end user frustration, data 
inaccuracies and narrow spend information. And believe 
me, administration and deans will hear about  
these concerns.”

Decision-making with “Surgical 
Precision”
Concur, as the leader in expense management, captures 
accurate information by leveraging direct information 
integrated from its supplier network. Oftentimes, noted 
Cambray, “The end user doesn’t even really have to worry 
about a receipt. It’s coming directly in from an airline, 
rental car, rideshare or wherever. When that’s not possible, 

the user can take pictures of receipts and have them 
automatically populated and verified into their expense 
report.” Then Concur automatically matches the uploaded 
and supplier-approved receipts with the incoming credit 
card, making for touchless reporting.

Rather than reporting, “We spent x million dollars on travel,” 
Concur enables finance to say, “We spent x million dollars 
with United Airlines on upgraded seats.” That’s the kind 
of data that can help campus leadership make relevant 
decisions with surgical precision, Cambray asserted.

Adopting a specialized expense management program 
can also identify areas where policy needs tightening. SAP 
Concur applies artificial intelligence that analyzes expense 
reports and allows those that are in compliance to proceed 
through for approval and payment. The ones that don’t 
follow policy can be kicked out for further review. In higher 
ed, that could be an expense report that references alcohol 
or a receipt that has already been submitted on another 
travel or expense report.

“Often, it’s simply user error more than willful fraudulent 
activity,” Cambray acknowledged. But sometimes it’s 
not. And the prospect of having the university’s name in 
the “headlines” is far worse than any potential financial 
losses. As one customer told Cambray, “In our world, 
fraudulent university spending can lead to reduced state 
funding, grant penalties, declines in alumni donations 
and significant — sometimes irreparable — harm to our 
institution’s reputation.”

The categories of operations that specialized software 
addresses so adroitly may come across as small items in 
the long list of concerns that colleges and universities are 
grappling with right now. But, as Cambray concluded, “With 
today’s fiscal climate, higher ed executives are looking 
to really run the tightest ship possible.” While ERP has its 
place, carefully chosen specialized applications can pay off 
by making for happier users, more efficient employees and 
more informed leadership.

Schools need to ask if “sufficient”  
is good enough when reporting  
on spend data is so high-level,  
the finance office can’t make 
informed financial decisions. 
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THE JOB OF TRACKING TRAVEL AND EXPENSES USED  
to be a solo act act on campus. The person doing the traveling 
(or his or her assistant) would sit and enter the details into a 
form, staple the receipts together, pass the bundle along to 
someone in accounting and cross fingers that reimbursement 
would soon be forthcoming. The process was tedious and 
time-consuming for both traveler and university.

Thankfully, for some institutions, those days are gone. With 
the right travel solution in place, T&E is no more difficult 
than turning on a smartphone. The solution has two main 
components. The first is an application that can:

• Enable fast and easy booking of air, hotel and 
transportation

• Make college travel policy compliance straightforward

• Capture travel and spend data no matter how it’s 
booked

Making Your  
Travel Connection
SAP Concur’s App Center eliminates the tedium of manual T&E tracking by 
providing links between Concur and travel providers.

• Display consolidated travel data through a 
dashboard

The second is a robust marketplace that serves as the 
ecosystem for that application. This is where the magic 
really happens. And SAP Concur leads the pack.

The SAP Concur App Center contains some 250 unique 
applications, apps and services that can be linked to or 
integrated with Concur. No other solution comes close.

The companies represented in the App Center — airlines, 
hotel chains, rental car companies — help customers use 
their data “to make informed decisions, reduce costs, 
improve compliance and increase efficiencies,” as Jim 
Cambray, senior director of higher education for SAP 
Concur, explained. From an end-user perspective, he 
added, “We give a better, smoother travel experience.”
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Whether university users go directly to the websites for 
those companies or into the Concur Travel tool, they’re 
presented with contract pricing that complies with 
institutional travel policies. Any itineraries, reservations 
and receipts flow automatically back into Concur, enabling 
reconciliation of expenses to be done automatically. On 
the back end, the institution gains accurate spend details, 
along with rich itinerary information that can serve as the 
foundation for the university’s duty-of-care program. As 
the safety and security of students, faculty and staff have 
become the topic of campus tasks forces and board-level 
conversations, duty-of-care related to travel is no longer an 
option; it’s a necessity.

In between, Concur makes a suite of APIs available to 
partners to enable integrations for core solutions, whether 
that’s for travel, expense or invoicing. Once the integration 
is built, said Cambray, it goes through a “rigorous internal 
certification process, to ensure that it’s sound and secure.”

Links to University Travel

Travel providers have come to realize that because SAP 
Concur has some 50,000 travel expense customers around 

the globe, it makes sense for them to join the ecosystem 
through the App Center. And it isn’t just the traditional 
travel brands that participate. The App Center includes 
Airbnb, Uber, Lyft and Grubhub, all of which have become, 
according to Cambray, “significant players for university-
related travel for students and faculty.”

Other integrations of note available in the Concur App 
Center include:

• Terra Dotta’s AlertTraveler, which serves more than 
600 institutions with duty-of-care coverage

• IData, with both the Expense Connector and the 
Request+Encumbrance Connector, for integrating 
between SAP Concur and Ellucian Banner and 
Colleague financial systems

The Concur App Center “covers the gamut from user apps 
to core administrative applications,” Cambray observed. 
“Because the majority of the integration work is already 
done for institutions, they can just focus on what’s going to 
drive their university business.” And those solo acts who 
used to spend too much time tracking T&E? They can move 
on to more stimulating endeavors.

Any itineraries, reservations 
and receipts flow automatically 

back into Concur, enabling 
reconciliation of expenses to be 
done automatically. On the back 
end, the school gains accurate 
spend details, along with rich 
itinerary information that can 

serve as the foundation for the 
university’s duty-of-care program.
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ACCORDING TO THE LATEST REPORTING FROM THE 
National Student Clearinghouse Research Center, some 
727,000 students have dropped out of higher education, 
the largest decline since 2011, when the Research Center 
first began publishing its enrollment data. Much of the 
burden in particular has fallen on mid-sized schools, those 
enrolling between 2,500 and 15,000 students.

Whether they’re private liberal arts institutions, public state 
universities or community colleges, these institutions are 
expected to do everything that large institutions do, but 
without comparable levels of staffing or funding. And just 
like the largest universities, these medium-sized schools are 
expected to get back to normal as quickly as possible, even 
after missing out on more than a year of revenue from tuition, 
room and board, parking fees, event rentals and other sources.

As a result, mid-sized schools are in the position of 

“looking under any rock for savings, with little margin for 
error in finances,” noted Jim Cambray, senior director of 
higher education with SAP Concur. While automation of 
legacy processes can lead to much-needed savings, the 
projects that will get attention right now are those that 
don’t require heavy lifting by IT, complex integrations or 
months and months of campus attention. That’s why cloud 
solutions “with a very specific ROI are being prioritized,” 
said Cambray.

One operation worth improving as quickly as possible is 
spend visibility. As Cambray pointed out, tasks related to 
management of expense, invoice and travel management 
“touch so many people across campus and come with such 
a large line item on the balance sheet.” Yet, transparency 
into this traditional area of spend on campus “is very, 
very limited,” he said. “The best way to achieve it is to 
consolidate that information in a single platform.”

Medium-Sized Campuses 
Face Down Major Worries
One tool that will help mid-sized schools stay solvent is spend visibility.
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Compressing Reconciliation from 
Months to Weeks

True spend visibility enables campus leadership to make 
more informed decisions. “For example, they can anticipate 
and see requests for travel that hasn’t taken place yet,” 
suggested Cambray. “Or they can see invoices that are 
being routed for approvals. They can easily adjust spend 
thresholds that require approvals.”

The leaders at one medium-sized institution where 
Cambray has advised told him they had never truly 
understood all that was in their budget. “It was taking 
them several months to get their expenses reconciled 
across campus,” he explained. “As a result, the 
comptroller was really never comfortable making 
decisions, particularly around year-end, because they 
might have had something they spent two months ago 
that still hadn’t hit the books.”

Impressed by SAP Concur’s easy and rapid integration with 
the institution’s existing back-office systems, the school 
implemented the cloud solution for managing expense, 
invoice and travel. Now, “They reconcile expenses sooner, 
they encumber funds quicker, and they’re just simply able 
to make better budget decisions faster and with a higher 

Visibility into spending 
is an ongoing necessity 

in higher ed. The 
challenge of tightened 
budgets for mid-sized 

colleges is going to 
make it an even more 
pressing need in those 

environments.

degree of competence,” he said. “In many cases, their 
reconciliation process has gone from months to weeks, and 
the ROI has been significant.”

Visibility into spending is an ongoing necessity in higher ed. 
The challenge of tightened budgets for mid-sized colleges 
is going to make it an even more pressing need in those 
environments. “It comes down,” said Cambray, “to giving 
financial leaders the opportunity to make more informed 
financial decisions based on accurate and timely data.”

About SAP Concur

SAP Concur solutions take organizations of all sizes and 
stages beyond automation to a completely connected 
spend management solution encompassing travel, expense, 
invoice, compliance, and risk. For more than 20 years, these 
leading, innovative solutions have kept customers a step 
ahead by delivering time-saving tools, connected spending 
data and a dynamic ecosystem of diverse partners and apps. 
User-friendly and business-ready, SAP Concur solutions 
unlock powerful insights that help colleges and universities 
reduce complexity and see spending clearly, so they can 
manage it proactively. Learn more at concur.com or the  
SAP Concur blog.
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